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ABSTRACT
We perform a numerical parameter study to determine what effect varying differential rotation
and flux emergence has on a star’s non-potential coronal magnetic field. In particular we
consider the effects on the star’s surface magnetic flux, open magnetic flux, mean azimuthal
field strength, coronal free magnetic energy, coronal heating and flux rope eruptions. To do
this, we apply a magnetic flux transport model to describe the photospheric evolution, and
couple this to the non-potential coronal evolution using a magnetofrictional technique. A
flux emergence model is applied to add new magnetic flux on to the photosphere and into
the corona. The parameters of this flux emergence model are derived from the solar flux
emergence profile, however the rate of emergence can be increased to represent higher flux
emergence rates than the Sun’s. Overall we find that flux emergence has a greater effect on the
non-potential coronal properties compared to differential rotation, with all the aforementioned
properties increasing with increasing flux emergence rate. Although differential rotation has a
lesser effect on the overall coronal properties compared to flux emergence, varying differential
rotation does alter the coronal structure. As the differential rotation rate increases, the corona
becomes more open, and more non-potential.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Virtually all cool, partially convective main-sequence stars display
evidence of hot, magnetically confined coronae. Evidence of hot
coronae mainly consists of X-ray emission (Vaiana et al. 1981;
Schmitt 1997; Feigelson & Montmerle 1999). In addition to this,
evidence of magnetic fields on such stars include: the presence of
dark spots (interpreted to be analogous to sunspots) found through
tomographical techniques (Vogt & Penrod 1983; Strassmeier 1996;
Berdyugina 2005), rotational modulation (Radick et al. 1982, 1983)
and even exoplanetary transits (Pont et al. 2007; Rabus et al. 2009;
Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2011). Additionally, through the Zeeman ef-
fect, direct measurements of photospheric magnetic fields have
been made (Robinson, Worden & Harvey 1980), and using Zeeman
Doppler Imaging (ZDI), maps of the photospheric magnetic fields
of stars can be constructed (Semel 1989; Brown et al. 1991; Donati
& Collier Cameron 1997; Donati et al. 1997). Periodic variability
of the chromospheric emission of stars over time-scales of years
(Wilson 1978) and long-term variability in X-ray emission (Favata
et al. 2008; Ayres 2009) are interpreted to be due to magnetic cycles
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analogous to the Sun’s 11 yr cycle. These observations add further
evidence to the argument that the coronae are magnetically driven.
A number of studies have been conducted that have determined
the response of the coronae to various stellar parameters. The X-
ray luminosity is found to increase with increasing stellar rotation
period (Pallavicini et al. 1981; Walter & Bowyer 1981), as do chro-
mospheric emission proxies (Middelkoop 1981; Mekkaden 1985).
Similarly, the mean surface field strength, 〈B〉, is found to increase
with decreasing rotation period (Vidotto et al. 2014). In addition to
the activity–rotation relation, the activity of stars is also dependent
upon stellar mass. For a set of stars with similar rotation periods,
the activity of stars increases with decreasing mass (e.g. Donati &
Landstreet 2009, Marsden et al. 2014).
On the Sun, the corona may largely be considered to be in equi-
librium, save for impulsive events such as flares and coronal mass
ejections (CMEs; Priest 1982). The large-scale coronal evolution
is thus predominantly driven through the evolution of the pho-
tospheric magnetic field, in which the coronal field is anchored.
The photospheric magnetic field evolves in response to large-scale
surface flows (such as differential rotation and meridional flow)
and small-scale convective flows (granulation and supergranula-
tion). Differential rotation is the tendency for a star’s equator to
rotate faster than its poles. This has the effect of stretching mag-
netic features out in the east–west direction, and builds up shear in
the corona (van Ballegooijen, Priest & Mackay 2000; Mackay &
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van Ballegooijen 2006). Meridional flow is a polewards flow which
acts to migrate magnetic features towards higher latitudes (Babcock
1961; DeVore et al. 1985). Granulation and supergranulation act to
jostle small-scale magnetic elements about, and break up large mag-
netic field distributions. The large-scale effect of granulation on the
magnetic field can be treated as a diffusion process (Leighton 1964).
For a review on the understanding of surface magnetic flux trans-
port processes on the Sun, please see Sheeley (2005) or Mackay &
Yeates (2012).
In addition to surface flows, the coronal field is also altered
through the addition of new magnetic flux, which emerges through
the photosphere from the solar interior. Flux emergence is thought
to be due to magnetically buoyant flux tubes rising up through the
convective zone (e.g. Fan 2001), and typically results in bipolar
active regions at the photosphere. Flux emergence rejuvenates the
corona, by adding new flux into the corona, and altering its struc-
ture. On the Sun, active regions preferentially emerge between ±35◦
latitude (Priest 1982), are predominantly tilted such that the leading
polarity (in the direction of rotation) is closer to the equator (Hale
et al. 1919), and the sign of the leading polarity in one hemisphere is
opposite to the sign of the leading polarity in the other hemisphere
(Hale et al. 1919).
On stars, differential rotation may be estimated by considering
the rotational modulation of chromospheric emission lines over a
stellar activity cycle (Donahue, Saar & Baliunas 1996). More re-
cently, Doppler Imaging and ZDI have been able to better mea-
sure differential rotation (Donati et al. 1997, 2000; Petit, Do-
nati & Collier Cameron 2002; Marsden et al. 2006; Waite et al.
2011). Such studies have found differential rotation rates of up
to eight times the solar value (e.g. Marsden et al. 2011), and it
is in general found that the differential rotation rates of stars in-
crease with increasing stellar effective temperature (Barnes et al.
2005; Collier Cameron 2007; Ku¨ker & Ru¨diger 2011). At present,
flux emergence rates cannot be measured for stars other than the
Sun.
In our previous paper (Gibb, Jardine & Mackay 2014a), we in-
vestigated the effects of differential rotation and supergranulation
(parametrized through a surface diffusion) on coronal time-scales.
To do this we modelled the coronal evolution of a single isolated
bipolar active region on a portion of a star. The differential rota-
tion facilitated the shearing of the coronal field, and the surface
diffusion allowed flux cancellation, resulting in the transformation
of sheared field into a flux rope. The differential rotation even-
tually initiated the eruption of the flux rope. We found that the
formation times and lifetimes of the flux ropes decreased with in-
creasing differential rotation rate. We interpreted this to mean that
the coronal time-scales on stars decrease with increasing differen-
tial rotation, and postulated that high differential rotation stars may
have more frequent eruptions and flares compared to low differen-
tial rotation stars. We also discussed that the time-scales deduced
from the work may not be reflected in more complicated circum-
stances, as active regions are unlikely to be isolated, but rather
are likely to be in proximity to other active regions. The prox-
imity to other active regions may affect the time-scales through
mutual interactions between neighbouring active regions’ coronal
fields.
In this paper, we carry out a numerical parameter study to in-
vestigate the effects of varying the differential rotation and flux
emergence rates on a number of global coronal and photospheric
properties. In Section 2, we describe the photospheric and non-
potential coronal evolution model we employ. Section 3 describes
the construction of our flux emergence model. Our results are pre-
sented in Section 4 and finally we summarize our results and discuss
them in Section 5.
2 N U M E R I C A L M O D E L
In this study, we simulate the evolution of stars’ non-potential coro-
nal magnetic fields in response to the evolution of their surface
magnetic fields. The surface evolution is driven by a surface flux
transport model, which includes the effects of differential rotation,
meridional flow and surface diffusion (see Section 2.1). The non-
potential coronal evolution is achieved through a magnetofrictional
technique (Section 2.2) which produces a series of non-linear force-
free fields. In addition to these, we also include flux emergence into
the model to account for the addition of new magnetic flux on to the
photosphere and into the corona over the duration of the simulations
(Section 2.3). The photospheric and coronal evolution are treated in
the same manner as Gibb et al. (2014a), with the exception of the
flux emergence model, which uses the method of Yeates, Mackay
& van Ballegooijen (2008).
We employ a numerical grid using the variables (x, y, z), related
to (r, θ , φ), the radius, co-latitude (related to the latitude, λ, by θ◦
= 90◦ − λ) and longitude by
x = φ

, (1)
y = − ln
(
tan θ2
)

, (2)
z =
ln
(
r
R∗
)

, (3)
where  is the grid spacing. This choice of variables ensures that the
horizontal cell size is hφ = hθ = rsin θ and the vertical cell size is
hz = r. A variable resolution grid is employed in order to prevent
the cell sizes from becoming too small towards the poles. At the
equator the grid spacing is 0.◦9375 whilst at the poles the grid spacing
is 30◦. For more details on the variable resolution grid employed,
please refer to Yeates (2014). A staggered grid is applied in order to
achieve second-order accuracy for the computation of derivatives.
The corona is simulated at all longitudes, between ±89.◦5 latitude
and between the stellar surface and 2.5R. We apply closed boundary
conditions on the latitudinal boundaries, and periodic boundary
conditions on the longitudinal boundaries. At the upper (r = 2.5R)
boundary we apply an open boundary condition, and the lower (r =
R) boundary is specified by the radial photospheric magnetic field
as deduced from the flux transport model described below.
2.1 Surface flux transport model
In order to model the evolution of the non-potential coronal mag-
netic field with the magnetofrictional method, we require a de-
scription of the evolution of the photospheric magnetic field. The
photospheric evolution is determined using the flux transport model
described in Gibb et al. (2014a). This model assumes the radial
photospheric magnetic field, Br, is influenced through the effects
of differential rotation, meridional flows and surface diffusion. We
express the radial magnetic field at the photosphere by the vector
magnetic potentials Aθ and Aφ through
Br = 1
r sin θ
[
∂
∂θ
(sin θAφ) − ∂Aθ
∂φ
]
. (4)
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The radial photospheric field is evolved by solving the two dimen-
sional flux transport equation:
∂Aθ
∂t
= uφBr − D
r sin θ
∂Br
∂φ
, (5)
∂Aφ
∂t
= −uθBr + D
r
∂Br
∂θ
, (6)
where uφ is the azimuthal velocity, uθ is the meridional flow velocity
and D is the photospheric diffusion constant, taken in this study to
be 450 km2 s−1. It should be noted that although in this study we
employ the magnetic vector potential, A, it is also possible to use
a ‘superpotential’ for the poloidal field, akin to the methods used
in dynamo models (e.g. Moffatt 1978; Krause & Raedler 1980;
Bigazzi & Ruzmaikin 2004).
We take the azimuthal velocity to be
uφ = (θ )r sin θ, (7)
where
(θ ) = K (0 − d cos2 θ) degday−1. (8)
The term (θ ) is the angular velocity of rotation relative to
the rotation at 30◦ latitude (60◦ co-latitude). We choose 0 =
0.9215degday−1 and d = 3.65degday−1 to represent the solar
differential rotation profile. The constant, K scales the differential
rotation to that of other stars. For example, if K = 2 the differential
rotation rate will be twice that of the solar rate.
The meridional velocity is prescribed by
uθ = C 16110 sin(2λ) exp(π − 2 |λ|), (9)
where λ = π/2 − θ is the latitude and C = 11ms−1 is the solar peak
meridional flow speed. It is important to note that although we have
prescribed the solar meridional flow speed, a study by Mackay et al.
(2004) suggested that some stars may have meridional flow speeds
of the order of 10 times the solar value. In this work the effect of the
meridional flow speed on the coronal response is not investigated,
however this will be considered in future work.
2.2 Coronal evolution model
We evolve the coronal magnetic field using the ideal induction
equation,
∂A
∂t
= v × B, (10)
where B = ∇ × A and the velocity contains contributions from
the magnetofrictional velocity (vMF) and an outflow velocity (vout),
both of which are described below. We employ the magnetic vec-
tor potential, A, as the primary variable in this study as its use in
conjunction with a staggered grid ensures the solenoidal constraint
is met. It should be noted that in this study we do not explicitly in-
clude diffusion in our simulations. Whilst this is the case, numerical
diffusion allows processes such as reconnection to occur.
In the magnetofrictional approach (Yang, Sturrock & Antiochos
1986) the velocity in the induction equation is set to be
vMF = 1
ν
j × B
B2
, (11)
such that it is parallel to the Lorentz force. The changing photo-
spheric magnetic field – as specified by the flux transport model –
induces a Lorentz force above the photosphere. The magnetofric-
tional velocity, which is aligned in the direction of this Lorentz force,
acts to advect the coronal field towards a new non-linear force-free
equilibrium. The changing photospheric field thus drives the evo-
lution of the coronal field through a series of force-free equilibria
based upon the evolution of the photospheric field.
We apply a radial outflow velocity to ensure that the coronal
magnetic field at the upper boundary is radial, and also to allow
any flux ropes that have lifted off from the photosphere to leave the
computational box. The outflow velocity is taken to be
vout = v0 exp
(
r − 2.5R∗
rw
)
rˆ, (12)
where v0 = 100 km s−1 and rw is the width over which the ra-
dial velocity falls off at the outer boundary. Once the field lines
become radial (B = Br rˆ) near the outer boundary the outflow
velocity has no effect on the evolution of the magnetic field
as vout × B = 0.
2.3 Flux emergence
We treat the mechanism of flux emergence by inserting idealized
bipoles which represent active regions at the times and locations
as specified by our bipole emergence model (see Section 3). The
bipole emergence is achieved in the same way as that used by Yeates
et al. (2008), and will now be summarized. The inserted bipole’s
vector potentials take on the following form:
Ax = βB0e0.5z exp(−2ξ ) (13)
Ay = B0e0.5ρ exp(−ξ ) (14)
Az = −βB0e0.5x ′ exp(−2ξ ), (15)
where
ξ = (x
′2 + z2)/2 + y ′2
ρ2
, (16)
x ′ = x cos(−γ ) + y sin(−γ ) (17)
y ′ = y cos(−γ ) − x sin(−γ ), (18)
B0 = √
πeρ2
. (19)
The term ρ is the bipole’s half separation,  is the bipole’s flux
and γ is the bipole’s tilt angle. The parameter β describes the
amount of twist the emerged bipole’s field contains (see Yeates
& Mackay 2009 for further details). Please note that the sign of
B0 (and thus the flux) may be positive or negative, and spec-
ifies the sign of the trailing polarity in the bipole. Also note
that the above equations produce a bipole at the equator. This
bipole is then rotated to the correct position (x0, y0) on the
sphere.
Before the bipole is inserted any pre-existing coronal (and pho-
tospheric) magnetic field within the volume to be occupied by the
bipole must be swept away. This is to ensure that the addition of
the new field does not lead to any disconnected flux in the corona.
It also mimics the distortion of pre-existing coronal field by the
newly emerging flux, as has been observed in simulations of flux
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emergence (Yokoyama & Shibata 1996; Krall et al. 1998). In order
to carry out the bipole insertion, the following steps are carried out:
(i) The simulation’s time is ‘frozen’ by switching off the sur-
face flows, surface diffusivity and the magntofrictional and outflow
velocities.
(ii) An outward velocity is applied in a dome centred upon
the new bipole’s position to sweep the pre-existing coro-
nal/photospheric field away.
(iii) The bipole is inserted into the corona by adding the bipole’s
vector potential (equations 13–15) to the pre-existing coronal vector
potentials.
(iv) The magnetofrictional and radial outflow velocities are
switched on, and the new bipole is allowed to reach an equilib-
rium with its surroundings for 50 timesteps.
(v) Time is restarted by turning on the photospheric flows and
diffusion.
For further details of the flux emergence method applied, please
see Yeates et al. (2008).
3 BI P O L E E M E R G E N C E M O D E L
At the present time stellar flux emergence profiles are not known,
however, the nature of stellar emergence profiles has been specu-
lated (Mackay et al. 2004) and methods have been developed that
may in the future be able to constrain them (e.g. Llama et al. 2012,
and see Berdyugina 2005 for a review). As there is very little in-
formation available on the flux emergence profiles on stars, we
base our stellar flux emergence profile on the well-known solar
flux emergence profile. On the Sun, the flux emergence profile is
time dependent. The butterfly diagram is an illustration of this time
dependence. Although activity and magnetic cycles have been ob-
served (e.g. Wilson 1978; Donati et al. 2008; Fares et al. 2009),
in this work we are interested in the steady state corona, and so
we wish to construct a flux emergence profile whose parameters
do not vary significantly in time. In other words, we wish to simu-
late a time period sufficiently shorter than the stellar cycle’s period
so that the emergence profile’s parameters are nearly independent
with time. Doing so allows us to more clearly identify how varying
the differential rotation and flux emergence rates effect the coronal
field.
To construct our flux emergence profile, we consider the emer-
gence of flux on the Sun between 2000 January and 2001 January.
During this time the distribution of the properties of emerged flux
is approximately time-independent, and this time range approxi-
mately coincides with solar maximum. We use the properties of the
flux that was determined to have emerged during this time period
by Yeates (2014). The properties are derived from synoptic magne-
tograms of the Sun, and determine the locations of newly emerged
flux. The newly emerged flux regions were approximated to be
bipoles, whose fluxes, latitudes, longitudes, tilt angles, emergence
times and half separations were chosen to best represent the ob-
served emerged flux. For further details on how these values were
obtained, see Yeates, Mackay & van Ballegooijen (2007). In the
year between 2000 January and 2001 January, Yeates (2014) deter-
mined that 227 bipoles had emerged. In this section, we describe a
bipole emergence model that is able to reproduce the distribution
of the bipoles as found by Yeates (2014). We chose to develop a
model rather than just reuse the values obtained by Yeates (2014)
so that we can vary the parameters of the model to change the flux
emergence rate.
Figure 1. Normalised histogram of the observed distribution of the un-
signed latitudes of emergence. Also shown is the smoothed normalized
histogram which has been resampled to a higher resolution (crosses and
solid line) for use in constructing a synthetic distribution of latitudes based
on the observed solar distribution.
3.1 Observed solar profile
We now describe the set of empirical relations obtained from the
properties of emerged bipoles on the Sun between 2000 January and
2001 January. Over this time period, 227 bipoles emerged, and the
time interval between individual emergences was found to follow
an exponential distribution,
P (t) = 1
τ
exp
(−t
τ
)
(20)
with a mean interval, τ , of 1.61 d. This corresponds to an emergence
rate of 0.62 bipoles per day. Similarly, the bipole fluxes were found
to follow an exponential distribution with a mean flux of 8.40 ×
1021 Mx.
Next, we determined the empirical scalings for the tilt angle with
latitude. We found that
γ ◦ ∝ 0.32λ◦ ± 15◦, (21)
where the quantity after the ‘±’ denotes the standard deviation from
the relation. Similarly, the relationship between the tilt angle and
flux was found to be
γ ◦ ∝ −0.32(×1021Mx) ± 15◦. (22)
We find the relationship between the separation and the flux to
be approximately described by the piecewise function below:
ρ =
{
1.24 + 0.272 ± 0.5 0 <  ≤ 12 × 1021Mx
4.51 ± 1  > 12 × 1021Mx. (23)
The separations and tilt angles and the separations and latitudes
showed no correlation. In the date range, it was found that 97 per cent
of the bipoles obeyed Hale’s law, whilst 3 per cent did not. We take
the relationship between the beta and latitude to be
β ∝ −0.016λ◦ ± 0.4 (24)
to be consistent with the prescription of Yeates, Constable &
Martens (2010). Lastly, the distribution of latitudes of emergence is
plotted in Fig. 1.
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3.2 Model
In the previous section, we determined a series of relationships
between the various bipole properties. With this information, we can
now construct a bipole emergence model to represent the observed
solar flux emergence profile between the years 2000 and 2001. This
model can be used to consider stars with different flux emergence
rates to the that of the Sun, by altering the mean time between
emergences in the model. Below we outline the procedure used
to obtain the bipole properties from the bipole emergence model.
The procedure uses a random number generator where we use the
shorthand U[a, b] for a number drawn from the uniform distribution
between a and b, N[μ, σ ] for a number drawn from a normal
distribution with mean, μ, and standard deviation, σ . Finally, we
use E[τ ] to denote a number drawn from an exponential distribution
with expected value, τ . Starting at t = 0 d, the following procedure
is carried out:
(i) Determine the time for the next emergence, δt from
E[1.61/Dd], where D is a scaling parameter to scale the flux emer-
gence rate to be lower or higher than the Sun’s. Set the time, t, to t
+ δt.
(ii) Fix the longitude of emergence from U[0◦, 360◦].
(iii) Select the latitude of emergence from the distribution shown
in Fig. 1.
(iv) With a 50 per cent probability, choose the sign of the lat-
itude to be negative to allow an approximately equal number of
emergences in the northern and southern hemispheres of the star.
(v) Determine the bipole flux from E[8.40 × 1020Mx].
(vi) With a probability of 97 per cent, set the flux to have the
opposite sign as the latitude. Otherwise set the flux to have the same
sign. This ensures that 97 per cent of the bipoles obey Hale’s law,
and the remainder do not.
(vii) Set the tilt angle to be 0.32λ + N[0, 14.◦93]. The purpose of
the normally distributed term is to add scatter to the tilt angles.
(viii) Set β to be −0.016λ + N[0, 0.4]. Once again, the purpose
of the normally distributed term is to add scatter to β.
(ix) If the flux is less than 12 × 1020 Mx then set the separation
to be 1.24 + 0.272 + U[ − 0.5, 0.5], else set the separation to
be 4.51 + N[0, 1]. As above, the uniform and normally distributed
random numbers are included to add scatter to the separations.
(x) Repeat the procedure until t ≥ 365 d.
Although in the above model we did not specify the relations
between ρ and λ, ρ and γ and γ and , the relations (or lack thereof)
between these parameters as derived from our model match those
of the Sun’s in the sample we used to construct the model. This
demonstrates that our simple empirical bipole emergence model is
able to reproduce a solar-like emergence profile with a minimal
number of explicitly specified parameters.
4 R ESULTS
In this section, we describe the results from simulations run where
we have varied both the flux emergence rate (i.e. the number of
bipoles emerging per day) and the differential rotation rate (i.e.
the equator-pole lap time). We investigate various combinations of
D = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 times the solar flux emergence rate of 0.62
bipoles per day, and K = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 times the solar differential
rotation rate of 3.◦65 per day. The simulations consider the star’s
surface and coronal evolution over a period of one year. In particular
we investigate the effects that the flux emergence and differential
rotation have on ‘global’ quantities, such as the open and surface
Figure 2. The synoptic magnetogram used to construct the potential initial
condition used in the simulations. The image is saturated at ±50 G.
flux, magnetic energy and electric currents. We also investigate the
numbers of flux ropes formed in the simulations, and present j2
emission proxy images of the stellar coronae, comparing them to
field line plots.
4.1 Simulation set-up
Rather than emerging the bipoles into an initially empty corona, we
use a smoothed synoptic magnetogram of the solar photospheric
field to construct a potential field initial condition for the coronal
field. The synoptic magnetogram is from Carrington Rotation 1970,
corresponding to the date range 2000 Nov 24th to Dec 21st. This
date range is from within the range of dates used to construct the
bipole emergence model. The magnetogram’s photospheric field
distribution therefore has a spatial distribution of field consistent
with our empirical flux emergence profile, albeit with the solar
flux emergence rate. In Fig. 2, the synoptic magnetogram from
Carrington rotation (1970), used to construct the initial potential
coronal field, is displayed.
4.2 Simulation behaviour
We will now briefly describe the general behaviour of each simula-
tion. Over the course of any given simulation, the global quantities
(e.g. flux, magnetic energy, etc.) evolve in response to the surface
flux transport and the addition of new flux. For the first 100–200 d the
quantities either increase or decrease until they reach a near steady
state. Once this steady state has been achieved, the quantities then
vary by a certain amount around a mean value. To demonstrate this,
Fig. 3 displays the evolution of the surface flux with time for five of
the simulations. In the sections below, when we refer to a quantity
we refer to the mean, steady state value determined after t = 200 d.
When a steady state has been achieved, the rate of input of that
quantity into the simulation is approximately equal to the rate of
dissipation of that quantity. For example, if the quantity in question
was the magnetic energy, then the Poynting flux (input of energy)
would be approximately equal to the losses due to magnetofrictional
dissipation in the volume and energy leaving through the top bound-
ary. As such, the initial increase/decrease in a given quantity is due
to an imbalance in the injection/dissipation rates of the quantity.
4.3 Magnetic flux
To begin with, we will consider the magnetic flux, both the surface
flux (s), and the open flux (o). Fig. 4 displays the steady state
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Figure 3. The evolution of the surface flux for the simulations with (D, K)
= (1, 1)–black, (5, 1)–red, (1, 5)–green, (5, 5)–blue and (3, 3)–purple. Note
that after 100–200 d the flux in each simulation reaches a steady state.
Figure 4. The steady state surface fluxes for each simulation. Also dis-
played are the mean surface magnetic field strength. White squares with
crosses contain no data (e.g. no simulation was run for that combination of
(D, K)).
surface flux for each simulation run. Also displayed is the mean
surface magnetic field strength, 〈|B|〉, calculated from
〈|B|〉 = s∮
dS
, (25)
where dS is an infinitesimal element of the stellar surface. At a
glance it can be seen that the surface flux and mean field increase
with increasing flux emergence rate, and decrease with increasing
differential rotation rate. The increase in flux with increasing flux
emergence rate is due to the increased flux emergence rate adding
more flux – on average – through the photosphere per unit time.
The decrease in the flux with increasing the differential rotation
rate is due to the differential rotation lengthening polarity inversion
lines in the east–west direction. The lengthened polarity inversion
lines provide more locations where flux cancellation can occur,
hence increasing the flux cancellation rates, and thus decreasing the
overall flux on the surface of the star. Notably, the flux emergence
rate has a greater effect on the surface flux than the differential
rotation rate. This is evident when considering the diagonal in Fig.
4 where it can be seen that the surface flux has a net increase when
Figure 5. The steady state open flux for each simulation.
Figure 6. The ratio of the open flux to the surface flux for each simulation.
both the flux emergence rates and differential rotation rates are
increased by the same amount.
Fig. 5 displays the open flux for each simulation. From this figure
it can be seen that increasing the flux emergence rate increases the
open flux, however increasing the differential rotation rate has little
effect on the open flux. This is in contrast with the surface flux,
where increasing the differential rotation rate decreases the flux. It
is useful to consider the ratio of open flux to surface flux, which is
displayed in Fig. 6 for each simulation. This shows that the ratio
of fluxes is reasonably insensitive to the flux emergence rate, yet
generally increases with increasing differential rotation rate. This
can be interpreted as the flux emergence rate having little effect
on the overall distribution of flux in the corona (e.g. the total flux
may increase, but the partition of open to closed flux does not). The
differential rotation rate, however, does have a marked effect on the
coronal structure. Increasing the differential rotation rate has the
effect of opening up the corona – increasing the ratio of open to
closed field. This opening up of the coronal field can be attributed
to the differential rotation acting to convert the predominantly east–
west aligned field of newly emerged bipoles to a more north–south
alignment. This adds to the dipole moment of the star’s global
magnetic field, resulting in more open field.
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Figure 7. Synthetic surface maps of the photospheric field on day 200 for the stars with (D, K) = (1, 5)– top left, (5, 5)–top right, (1, 1)–bottom left and
(5, 1)–bottom right. The images saturate at ±50 G.
4.4 Distribution of surface field
We now consider the distribution of magnetic flux on the stellar
surface. Fig. 7 displays synthetic magnetograms of the stellar sur-
face for a range of different flux emergence and differential rotation
rates. It is immediately apparent upon inspection that the stellar sur-
face has become filled with active regions in the simulations with
high flux emergence rates (right-hand column of Fig. 7), compared
to the simulations with the solar flux emergence rate (left-hand
column). The simulations with enhanced differential rotation (top
row) appear to be slightly less filled with active regions than the
simulations with solar differential rotation (bottom row). Also, the
active regions in the simulations with enhanced differential rotation
are elongated in the east–west direction compared to those in the
simulations with solar differential rotation. As mentioned in the
previous section, this is due to the differential rotation elongating
features in the east–west direction. This lengthens the polarity in-
version lines, allowing flux cancellation to occur more efficiently.
As a result active regions have a shorter lifetime on high differential
rotation stars, and thus at any given time these stars have fewer
active regions than a star with an equivalent flux emergence rate,
but a lower differential rotation rate.
Fig. 8 displays the fraction of the active latitude bands (±40◦
latitude) covered with field stronger than 10 G for each simula-
tion. From the figure it can be seen that stars with a greater dif-
ferential rotation rate have a lower fractional coverage of field.
For every differential rotation rate investigated, it can also be
seen that the coverage increases with increasing flux emergence
rate, and seems to be saturating at around 80 per cent coverage.
Whilst the coverage seems to saturate with increasing flux emer-
gence rate, the surface flux (Fig. 4) does not saturate. This sug-
gests that whilst further increasing the flux emergence rate con-
tinues to add new flux into the photosphere, this new flux is
emerged through existing flux rather than into ‘empty’ regions of
the photosphere. As such, the photosphere is saturated with active
regions.
With a number of ZDI studies showing strong rings of azimuthal
field (e.g. Donati et al. 1997; Marsden et al. 2006; Donati & Land-
street 2009), we consider the mean azimuthal field present on the
Figure 8. Fraction of the photosphere at active latitudes covered with field
stronger than 10 G for each simulation. For all differential rotation rates
investigated the coverage increases with increasing flux emergence rates,
and appears to be saturating at around 80 per cent.
Figure 9. Mean azimuthal field strength (Bφ) for each simulation.
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Figure 10. Free magnetic energy for each simulation. The free magnetic
energy increases with increasing flux emergence rate, however is insensitive
to the differential rotation rate.
stars. To do this we calculate the mean photospheric azimuthal
field (Bφ) in each hemisphere. This is displayed in Fig. 9. It shows
an increase of the azimuthal field with increasing flux emergence
rate and possibly a slight decrease with increasing differential ro-
tation rate. The increase with increasing flux emergence rate can
be explained as follows. Each active region is emerged with an ap-
proximate east–west orientation. The horizontal field present in the
active region is therefore predominantly aligned in the east–west,
azimuthal direction. According to Hale’s law (Hale et al. 1919),
the leading polarity of each bipole in a given hemisphere tends to
be the same sign over a given cycle, however the leading polarity
is a different sign in each hemisphere. Therefore, the majority of
bipoles in a given hemisphere are aligned in the same direction, and
so the horizontal fields of each bipole produce a net horizontal field
in that hemisphere. Increasing the flux emergence rate increases the
number of bipoles in each hemisphere, and thus increases the total
horizontal field in the hemisphere. The slight decrease in mean az-
imuthal field strength with increasing differential rotation rate may
be due to differential rotation taking an east–west aligned bipole
and rotating it so the field is more north–south aligned, transform-
ing some of the azimuthal field into poloidal field.
4.5 Coronal energetics
The photospheric evolution injects magnetic energy into the corona
through a Poynting flux. The effects of flux emergence and differ-
ential rotation on the degree of energy injection is investigated in
this section. First, we consider the free magnetic energy, defined as
Ef = 18π
∫ (
B2 − B2p
)
dV , (26)
where B is the magnetic flux density of the non-potential field
and Bp is the magnetic flux density for a potential field with the
same photospheric flux distribution as B. The free magnetic energy
represents the maximum amount of magnetic energy that can be
liberated, and thus represents the upper limit of energy available
to drive flares and CMEs. Fig. 10 displays the steady state free
magnetic energy for each simulation. It shows that the free magnetic
energy increases with increasing flux emergence rate, yet seems
to be reasonably insensitive to the differential rotation rate. It is
also useful to consider the ratio of the free magnetic energy to the
total magnetic energy. This measures how much the field deviates
Figure 11. Ratio of free magnetic energy to total magnetic energy for each
simulation. The ratio is insensitive to the flux emergence rate, however
increases with increasing differential rotation rate.
Figure 12. Heating proxy for each simulation. The heating proxy increases
with increasing flux emergence rate, and decreases with increasing differ-
ential rotation rate.
from a potential field. This quantity is displayed in Fig. 11 and
shows that the energy ratio increases with increasing differential
rotation, but is insensitive to the flux emergence rate. This implies
that whilst the differential rotation has little effect on the amount
of free magnetic energy in the corona, it does result in a more non-
potential corona. This increase in non-potentiality with increasing
differential rotation rate is likely due to the increased differential
rotation producing more shear in the corona, making it less potential.
One of the sources of heating in the solar corona is Ohmic heating,
which is proportional to j2. Although in our simulations we do not
explicitly have any Ohmic diffusion, by calculating the volume
integrated j2 we may obtain a proxy for the heating present in the
corona. Fig. 12 displays the volume integrated j2 in the simulations.
Similar to the flux, the heating proxy increases with increasing flux
emergence rate, and decreases with increasing differential rotation
rate. The flux emergence rate has a greater effect on this proxy than
the differential rotation rate, however, as increasing both the flux
emergence rates and differential rotation rates results in an increase
in the heating proxy.
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Figure 13. Flux rope locations (blue crosses) as determined by the PIL
method for the simulation with (D, K) = (1, 1) on day 193. The green and
red contours denote negative and positive magnetic flux, respectively. The
grey lines denote the PILs.
4.6 Flux ropes
We now investigate the flux ropes in the stellar coronae. There are
two methods that we use to detect flux ropes, developed in Yeates &
Mackay (2009) and Gibb et al. (2014a). The first method, hereafter
the ‘forces’ method, considers the Lorentz force in the corona. At the
axis of a flux rope, the magnetic pressure force is directed radially
out away from the axis, whilst the magnetic tension force is directed
radially inwards towards the axis. Flux ropes can thus be located
by considering locations where these force criteria are met. The
second method we use, hereafter the ‘PIL’ method, considers the
angle of the horizontal field component across a polarity inversion
line (PIL) at the photosphere. If the angle between the normal to
the PIL and the horizontal field component (shear angle) is greater
than 90◦ then this is indicative of a flux rope lying above the PIL.
These two flux rope detection methods are described in detail in
Gibb et al. (2014a).
4.6.1 Non-erupting flux ropes
First, we consider the number of non-erupting flux ropes present.
In Gibb et al. (2014a), it was found that a proxy for the onset of
a flux rope eruption was the sudden disappearance of the length
along a PIL where the shear angle is greater than 90◦. Due to
the magnetofrictional method an erupting flux rope rises slowly
through the corona until it leaves the simulation though the upper
boundary. The time between the onset of the eruption and the flux
rope exiting the computational domain can be several days. During
this time, although the erupting flux rope cannot be detected by the
PIL method (as it is no longer in contact with the photosphere) it
can still be detected by the forces method. Therefore, if we were
to use the forces method to count the flux ropes in the corona, we
would obtain the total number of erupting and non-erupting flux
ropes. We thus use the PIL method to count the non-erupting flux
ropes, as this method is unable to detect erupting flux ropes.
Fig. 13 displays the flux rope locations determined by the PIL
method for the simulation with the solar flux emergence rate on
day 193 of the simulations. As can be seen, there are many points
belonging to flux ropes present. In order to count the number of flux
ropes, we apply the following algorithm:
(i) Flux rope points with fewer than two neighbours within a 5
grid cell radius are discarded. This is to remove small regions which
Figure 14. The steady state number of flux ropes present on the stars in
each simulation.
could either be false positives or the residual areas of shear angle
greater than 90◦ which can occur just after a flux rope has erupted.
(ii) We then construct a two-dimensional array with one element
per grid cell (in the x and y directions). For grid cells with flux
ropes present, the corresponding elements in the array are set to
one. Elements corresponding to grid cells without flux ropes are set
to zero.
(iii) We then smooth this array with a smoothing width of five
grid cells. This acts to smear out and ‘join up’ the discrete flux rope
points to make one continuous region. Points in the array that are
non-zero are set to 1.
(iv) The array is then contoured, and the number of flux ropes is
taken to be the number of closed contoured regions.
This method, though generally good at determining the number
of flux ropes has some shortcomings. First, if the region of shear
angle greater than 90◦ along the length of a flux rope has a gap
of more than five grid cells, then the algorithm counts two flux
ropes instead of one, thus overestimating the number of flux ropes.
An example of this is visible in Fig. 13 where the two northern-
most flux ropes in fact belong to the same flux rope (according to
field line plots). Another shortcoming is that if two distinct flux
ropes are in close proximity to each other, the smoothing process
may merge the two flux ropes into one object, thereby causing the
algorithm to underestimate the number of flux ropes. Although these
shortcomings exist, upon comparing the number of flux ropes as
determined by the algorithm with the number of flux ropes counted
by eye for several randomly chosen times, the two numbers were in
agreement to within an error of 10 per cent.
As with the flux, free magnetic energy, heating proxy etc, the
number of flux ropes present reaches a steady state. In Fig. 14, the
steady state number of flux ropes present on the stars at any one
time is plotted for each simulation. The figure shows that the num-
ber of flux ropes present generally increases with increasing flux
emergence rate and decreases with increasing differential rotation
rate. The increase in the number of flux ropes with increasing flux
emergence rate can be attributed to there being more active regions
present, and so more PILs where flux ropes may form. Consid-
ering the simulations with solar differential rotation, the number
of flux ropes peaks at four times the solar flux emergence rate,
then decreases. This could be due to the increasing flux emergence
rate reducing the longevity of the flux ropes due to flux emergence
events triggering flux rope eruptions. From Fig. 8 it is clear that the
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photosphere is saturated with active regions’ field, so new active
regions have to emerge into pre-existing active regions. These emer-
gences can disrupt the formation of flux ropes in the pre-existing
active region, thereby also decreasing the number of flux ropes
present. The decrease in flux rope numbers with increasing differ-
ential rotation rates may be attributed to the lifetimes of flux ropes
decreasing with increasing differential rotation rate, as found in
Gibb et al. (2014a). In the following section, we will estimate the
flux rope lifetimes. It should be noted that in each simulation, flux
ropes only begin to be counted in each simulation a number of days
after the simulation had started. The number of days taken for the
first flux ropes to be counted was equal to the flux rope formation
time-scales found in Gibb et al. (2014a).
4.6.2 Erupting flux ropes
We now consider the rate of flux rope eruptions in each simulation.
Since the number of flux ropes in the corona per day reaches a
steady state, the number of flux ropes that form per day must be
roughly equal to the number of flux ropes that erupt per day. There-
fore, by determining the average eruption rate, we also determine
the average formation rate. Considering that the mean number of
flux ropes present per day on the star varies between 35 and 60
(depending upon the flux emergence and differential rotation rate),
keeping count of the appearance and disappearance of flux ropes
as determined by the PIL method is difficult. We therefore instead
use the forces method to locate flux rope eruptions. To do this,
we use a method based upon that developed by Yeates & Mackay
(2009), which involves looking for flux ropes that are moving up-
wards with vz ≥ 0.5 km s−1. As previously stated, flux ropes may
take several days to completely leave the computational box once
they have ‘erupted.’ On any two consecutive days, the force method
may thus identify the same erupting flux rope. We therefore are
interested in the number of ‘new’ erupting flux ropes on each day.
As with the PIL method to count flux ropes described above, the
method to count erupting flux ropes has some shortfalls. First, two
flux ropes that erupt close to each other (spatially and temporally)
may be considered to be the same flux rope. Secondly, if one flux
rope fragments into two distinct structures when erupting it may be
counted as two flux ropes.
For a 60 d period (days 200–260) in a selection of the simulations
we count the number of erupting flux ropes, and the eruption rate for
each simulation is taken to be the mean number of eruptions per day.
Fig. 15 displays the determined rates. The eruption rates increase
slightly with increasing differential rotation rate. This finding agrees
with the speculations of Gibb et al. (2014a), who postulated that the
flux rope eruption rates may increase with increasing differential
rotation rate. This increase is small, however. The eruption rates
are also found to generally increase with increasing flux emergence
rate.
We may also crudely estimate the mean lifetime of flux ropes.
We know that the mean formation rate is roughly equal to the mean
eruption rate. So in any one day, on average nf flux ropes form, and
ne = nf erupt, keeping the total number of flux ropes in the corona,
N, constant. If each flux rope has a mean lifetime of l days, and
every day nf flux ropes form, then the total number of flux ropes in
the corona at any one time is approximately
N ≈ nf l (27)
and therefore the lifetime, l, can be approximated by N/nf. It is
important to compare these results with the findings of Gibb et al.
Figure 15. The mean eruption rates for the simulations investigated.
Figure 16. The mean lifetimes of flux ropes in the simulations.
(2014a), who found that the lifetimes of flux ropes on stars with
1, 3 and 5 times the solar differential rotation rate were 16, 6 and
4 d, respectively. Fig. 16 displays the lifetimes for the simulations
where we calculated the eruption rates. The lifetimes determined
vary between 5.6 and 9.34 d. This range is much smaller than
the range found by Gibb et al. (2014a). The lifetimes vary with
flux emergence rate, however a general trend cannot be seen. The
lifetimes are found to decrease with increasing differential rotation
rate, which is in agreement with Gibb et al. (2014a). The range of
5.6–9.34 d found in the present study is lower than the range of
4–16 d found in Gibb et al. (2014a), implying that the addition
of external coronal field weakens differential rotation’s effect on
the longevity of flux ropes.
4.7 Emission proxy images of the stellar corona
We now present emission proxy images of the stellar corona. This is
achieved in a manner similar to that used in Gibb et al. (2014b). In
order to construct these, we construct a simple atmospheric model
where we assume that the emission at each point in the corona is
proportional to the ohmic heating (j2) and include a simple descrip-
tion of the plasma density. This density dependence is motivated by
the fact that a portion of the corona with a higher density will emit
more radiation as there are more particles present to emit photons.
It is very important to note that our simulations do not include any
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plasma, so the density profile we use is unrelated to the coronal
model and is only used to construct the emission proxy. By assum-
ing an isothermal corona, we may obtain a crude description of the
density as a function of height as
ρ(h) ∝ exp
(
− h

)
, (28)
where h = r − R is the height above the photosphere and  is the
pressure scaleheight, given by
 = kBT
μ¯g
, (29)
where g is the surface gravity of the star (taken to be equal to the
surface gravity of the Sun), choosing T = 2 MK and μ¯ = 0.5mp
(where mp is the proton mass) we find  = 120 Mm.
To construct our emission proxy images, we calculate ρ2(h)j2
within the coronal volume, and then integrate it along a line of
sight to produce the image, using the assumption of optically thin
radiation. This method does not represent the physical processes
of radiative transfer, which must include the temperature of the
plasma and its composition. As we do not have any information
on the coronal plasma from the simulations, we cannot address the
emission problem properly, and must instead use a proxy such as
the one described above.
Fig. 17 displays our emission proxy images on day 200 for stars
with the solar flux emergence rate (left-hand column), five-times
the solar flux emergence rate (right-hand column), five times solar
differential rotation (top row) and solar differential rotation (bottom
row). The images look remarkably similar to X-ray/Extreme Ultra-
violet (EUV) images of the hot solar corona taken by observatories
such as Solar Heliospheric Observatory/Extreme Ultraviolet Imag-
ing Telescope, Solar Dynamics Observatory/Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly and Hinode/X-Ray Telescope. In particular, active re-
gions appear as bright loop structures, and unipolar regions (coronal
holes) appear dark. The simulations with increased flux emergence
rates (right-hand column) appear brighter as they have many more
active regions than the simulations with the solar flux emergence
rate. On the simulations with high differential rotation (top row) the
emission is mostly constrained to lower latitudes, with little emis-
sion at the poles. This is in contrast to the simulations with solar
differential rotation (bottom row) which have sources of emission
at much higher latitudes. This is due to the enhanced differential
rotation increasing the dipole moment of the global magnetic field,
resulting in more open polar regions. Fig. 18 displays field line plots
for the same simulations and times as Fig. 17.
5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we have investigated the coronal response to varying
the flux emergence and differential rotation rates. In order to do
this we used a surface flux transport model to determine the evolu-
tion of the photospheric field, and used this to drive a non-potential
coronal evolution via the magnetofrictional method. We use a flux
emergence model that emerges simplified bipolar active regions
on to the photosphere and into the corona. The bipole emergence
model is based upon observations of the emergence of bipolar ac-
tive regions on the Sun, however through varying a single parameter
we could have the rate of emergences per day increased to simu-
late higher flux emergence rates. We carried out simulations with
various values of the flux emergence and differential rates so that
a parameter study could be carried out. The flux emergence rates
were varied between one and five times the solar flux emergence
rate of 0.62 bipoles per day, and similarly the differential rotation
rates were varied between one and five times the solar differential
rotation rate of 3.◦65 per day.
First, we considered the effects of the flux emergence and dif-
ferential rotation rates on the surface flux and open flux. It was
found that the surface flux (and mean surface field strength, 〈B〉)
increased with increasing flux emergence rate. Increasing the differ-
ential rotation rate had the effect of slightly decreasing the amount
of surface flux. This was attributed to the increased differential ro-
tation lengthening PILs, allowing flux cancellation to occur more
rapidly. Overall the flux emergence rate had a greater effect on the
flux than the differential rotation rate. The open flux was found to
increase with increasing flux emergence rate, however no trend was
found between differential rotation rate and the open flux. In con-
trast, the ratio of open to surface flux was found to be independent
of the flux emergence rate, but increased with increasing differential
rotation rate. This means that increasing differential rotation alters
the structure of the corona (opening it up) whilst though the flux
emergence adds more flux to the corona, it does not alter the global
coronal structure. This opening up of the corona with increasing
differential rotation is due to the differential rotation converting
east–west field into north–south field, adding to the star’s overall
dipole moment.
We next considered the response of the surface fields to flux
emergence and differential rotation, namely the proportion of the
photosphere covered with flux, and the mean azimuthal surface
field strength. For all differential rotation rates investigated, it was
found that the proportion of the active latitude bands (±40◦ latitude)
covered in field stronger than 10 G increased with increasing flux
emergence rate, and seemed to be saturating at around 80 per cent
for high flux emergence rates. This implies that the surface becomes
saturated with active regions for flux emergence rates of four to five
times the solar rate. As the differential rotation rate was increased
the fractional coverage slightly decreased, due to the lengthening
of PILs and more efficient flux cancellation as mentioned above.
We also investigated the mean azimuthal field strength (per hemi-
sphere) as a function of differential rotation rate and flux emergence
rate. This is of interest observationally as a number of ZDI studies
of stars have found rings of azimuthal field (Donati et al. 1997;
Marsden et al. 2006; Donati & Landstreet 2009). We find that the
mean azimuthal field increases with increasing flux emergence rate
and decreases with increasing differential rotation rate. As with the
surface flux, the flux emergence rate has a greater effect on the az-
imuthal field compared to the differential rotation rate. The increase
of the azimuthal field with increasing flux emergence rate is due to
the increased number of east–west aligned bipoles contributing to
the azimuthal field. The decrease in azimuthal field with increasing
differential rotation rate is due to the differential rotation converting
some of the azimuthal field into poloidal field by effectively rotat-
ing the bipoles to a more north–south alignment. Azimuthal rings
of field seen in ZDI studies may be the result of a ring of densely
packed active regions, whose combined azimuthal field appears as
a ring in ZDI maps.
The effects of the flux emergence rate and differential rotation rate
on the coronal energetics were also studied. We considered the free
magnetic energy, the ratio of free magnetic energy to total magnetic
energy, and the global currents. The amount of free magnetic energy
was found to increase with increasing flux emergence rate, but is
insensitive to differential rotation rate. The total energy available to
power phenomena such as CMEs and flares is therefore affected by
the flux emergence rate. The ratio of the free magnetic energy to
the total magnetic energy, which is a measure of how much the field
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Figure 17. Synthetic emission proxy images on day 200 of the simulations with (D, K) = (1, 5)–top left, (5, 5)–top right, (1, 1)–bottom left and (5, 1)–bottom
right. The emission proxy images display the natural logarithm of the line-of-sight integrated emission proxy, and the colour scalings are identical in each
image.
deviates from a potential field, shows the opposite behaviour. It was
found to be insensitive to the flux emergence rate, but increase with
differential rotation rate. Although differential rotation does not
have an effect on the total amount of free magnetic energy in the
corona, it does have an effect on the non-potentiality of the corona.
This is likely due to the differential rotation adding more shear into
the corona. Given that the degree of non-potentiality increases with
increasing differential rotation rate, potential field extrapolations are
likely to be most accurate for stars with low differential rotation.
We then considered the volume-integrated square of the current.
This may be considered a proxy for the amount of heating in the
corona, as Ohmic heating is proportional to j2. This was found to
increase with increasing flux emergence rate, and decrease with
increasing differential rotation rate. As is the case with many of
the quantities described above, this is more sensitive to the flux
emergence rate than the differential rotation rate. Assuming a link
between heating proxy and X-ray emission, the X-ray luminosities
of stars are more affected by their flux emergence rates than their
differential rotation rates, and stars with higher flux emergence rates
may have higher X-ray luminosities.
In Gibb et al. (2014a), the time-scales of formation and erup-
tion of flux ropes were determined as a function of differential
rotation. It was postulated that stars with higher differential rota-
tion rates may have more frequent flux rope eruptions, and thus
may produce more CMEs. In order to address this hypothesis, we
investigated the flux ropes formed in our simulations. First, we de-
termined the mean number of stable (non-erupting) flux ropes in
the corona. This was found to increase with increasing flux emer-
gence rate, and decrease with increasing differential rotation rate,
but with a higher sensitivity to flux emergence rate than differen-
tial rotation rate. We then counted the mean number of flux ropes
erupting per day for a number of the simulations. This eruption
rate was found to increase with increasing flux emergence rate and
with increasing differential rotation rate. We postulate that plan-
ets orbiting stars with differential rotation rates and/or flux emer-
gence rates greater than those of the Sun may experience more
frequent CMEs. Finally, we estimated the mean lifetimes of flux
ropes. The lifetimes were found to decrease with both increas-
ing flux emergence rate and increasing differential rotation rate.
This decrease, however, was not as marked as was found in Gibb
et al. (2014a).
A simple method to produce X-ray emission proxy images of
the stellar corona was developed. This method, based upon the one
employed by Gibb et al. (2014b), sets the emission per unit vol-
ume to be proportional to the square of the current density, with
a weighting according to height above the photosphere – moti-
vated by the decreasing coronal density with height. The images
produced look remarkably similar to X-ray/EUV images of the so-
lar corona, displaying coronal holes and bright active regions. At
present these images are only used as a way to visualize the coronae
of the stars and are not used for any qualitative analysis, however
in future it would be interesting to compare emission proxy images
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Figure 18. Field line plots corresponding to the emission proxy images shown in Fig. 17. Red and blue contours denote positive and negative magnetic field,
respectively, and the black lines are field lines.
produced from global solar non-potential coronal field simulations
(for example the fields of Yeates 2014) with actual X-ray/EUV
observations of the Sun to determine their effectiveness.
In this study, we used a flux emergence model based upon the
observed solar flux emergences over a time period of a year. The
flux emergence profiles on other stars may be different to the solar
flux emergence profile. For example, the latitudinal distribution of
emergences may be different, as may the tilt angles, or the mean
flux per bipole. Although using a different flux emergence profile
may provide different coronal properties, we feel that the trends
with increasing flux emergence/differential rotation rates found in
this paper will be roughly the same.
In addition to flux emergence and differential rotation, the coronal
evolution is also influenced by surface diffusion and meridional
flow. The coronal response to these effects have not been studied
in this paper, however the effect of the surface diffusion on coronal
time-scales was investigated in Gibb et al. (2014a). Such a parameter
study involving meridional flow and surface diffusion will be carried
out in the future. One other effect which could be investigated is the
height at which the coronal field is prescribed to be radial (in this
work it is 2.5R∗). This may have an effect on the value of the open
flux in the simulations, however we expect the trends displayed in
Figs 5 and 6 would remain roughly the same.
In summary, we find that the flux emergence rate has a greater
effect on a star’s coronal properties than the differential rotation
rate. The total surface flux, the total open flux, the mean surface
field (both radial and azimuthal) the free magnetic energy and the
heating all increased with increasing flux emergence rate. Each of
these properties only showed a slight decrease with increasing dif-
ferential rotation rate. Due to this it is extremely important that
future observational studies aim to determine the rates and proper-
ties of (or suitable proxies for) flux emergence on other stars. Flux
rope ejection rates increased with increasing flux emergence and
differential rotation rates, which implies that planets orbiting such
stars may be exposed to more frequent CMEs. This is important for
the longevities of planetary atmospheres. Whilst flux emergence
has a stronger effect on the coronal properties than the differential
rotation, it was found that the differential rotation altered the coro-
nal structure. As the differential rotation rate increases the corona
becomes more open and non-potential.
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